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Here is one of the interesting part of Thirukkural. It is different
from all other Kurals. This is only available for Tamil people. This
is one of the coolest thing a Tamil could ever have. Why to read
Thirukkural when you can give correct meaning and explanation

for it. Thirukkural is a set of verses from Nayanar poet Periya
Thirukkural, who lived in the 10th century and who reassembled,
edited and compiled the earlier three of the four main anthologies
of the poem. Nithiyanandappan was a Tamil poet who wrote the
Tirukkural. The Tirukkural consists of 133 chapters of a total of

1,330 couplets. He belonged to the 11th century. This version of
the Thirukkural was compiled by Nandhiya, son of Nandheera,
between the 13th and 14th century. This version was arranged

under the names of Nayanars, Ettuththapaththu (13 chapters) and
Thiruvadhurai Alvar (132 chapters). Thirukkural is one of the most
famous and significant works in the Tamil language. Thirukkural is

a collection of 1330 couplets, divided into 133 chapters. The
Thirukkural, written by the poet Thirugnanasambandar in the 11th
century, is the oldest collection of Tirukkural. The first version of

Thirukkural, compiled by Nandheera, is attached with
explanations of the couplets and instructions on daily life.

Nandheera's work with explanations of the Thirukkural is a unique
one in Tamil literature. Thirukkural is a Tamil poet who lived in the

11th century. Thirukkural consists of 133 chapters of a total of
1,330 couplets. The poem was called periya thirukkural by the
poet himself and it means the first collection. The other three
collections are called ettuthappattupattu (12 chapters), paal

sampoortham (12 chapters) and avatharam (7 chapters). This
version of the Thirukkural was compiled by Nandhiya, son of

Nandheera, between the 13th and 14th century. This version was
arranged under the names of Nayanars, Ettuththapaththu (13

chapters) and Thiruvadhurai Alvar (132 chapters). English
translations of Thirukkural published by Roy, who used Periya for
his first English translation and Nandheera's explanations for the
Tamil translation, are presently the best available. The complete
Thirukkural is available in two English translations. One by the

Tamil poet and the other by the Englishman whose name is also
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synonymous with the Tamil language in the world, A.K.
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